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samantha (2015) is an indian telugu-language action comedy film directed by c. pullaiah. the film stars allu arjun
and samantha ruth prabhu in the lead roles. the film was dubbed in hindi as jo jeeta wohi sikandar. samma

(2015) is an indian telugu-language action film directed by mohan raja and produced by satish kasetty. the film
stars allu arjun and samantha ruth prabhu in the lead roles. it was dubbed in hindi as tum kaho. sharma (2007)
is an indian hindi-language action comedy film directed by rohit shetty and produced by yash chopra. the film

stars akshay kumar, kareena kapoor, akshay kumar, akshay kumar and ajay devgn. the film was dubbed in
telugu as swamy. the film was a blockbuster and was declared as "super hit" at the box office. it was among the
biggest hits of all time. kshama (2015) is an indian telugu-language action thriller film directed by r. k. srinivas. it

stars allu arjun and samantha ruth prabhu in the lead roles. the film was dubbed in hindi as the truth behind.
iddaru mitrulu(2016) is an indian telugu-language action comedy film directed by k. s. ravikumar and produced
by s. v. krishna reddy. it stars allu arjun, samantha ruth prabhu and ali in the lead roles. the film was dubbed in

hindi as lootere. kondaveeti simham (2012) is an indian telugu-language action film written and directed by
sekhar kammula. the film stars allu arjun and kajal aggarwal in the lead roles, with brahmanandam, suhasini,
naveen chandra and charmy kaur in supporting roles. the film was dubbed in hindi as bulldozer the power of

one.the film was dubbed in hindi as bulldozer the power of one.
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bunny(2005) is an indian telugu-language action-masala film. this is allu arjuns third movie, which proved to be
his third successive box office hit after gangotri (2003) and arya (2004). this film stars allu arjun in the lead role
and prakash raj and gowri munjal in other roles. the film is dubbed in hindi under the title bunny the hero. allu

arjun’s hindi dubbed movies are some of the best telugu movies which have been dubbed in hindi. he has
recently released college girl, his second ever hindi dubbed movie. he will also be seen in the hindi dubbed

rudramadevi and the telugu dubbed rudramadevi. allu arjun has now become a hindi film actor with a huge fan
following in india. his movies have been dubbed in hindi and have been a huge success. he has given a superhit

telugu movie which has been dubbed in hindi. his movies have been dubbed in multiple languages, including
tamil, malayalam, kannada and bengali. college girlis a 2015 telugu movie directed by sasi and produced by

tarak nandini. it stars allu arjun and rakul preet singh in the lead roles and bose venkat, ravi teja, a.v.s, rajendra
prasad, and vennela kishore in supporting roles. the music is composed by yuvan shankar raja. the film released
on 11 march 2015. the movie is a remake of the 2014 tamil film of the same name, and was dubbed in hindi as
college girl. rudramadevi is a 2015 telugu epic historical fiction film written and directed by gunasekhar. it stars
allu arjun, rana daggubati, vikramjeet virk, krishnam raju, prakash raj, suman, nithya menen, baba sehgal and

catherine tresa. the film was the biggest hit and was dubbed in hindi as rudramadevi. 5ec8ef588b
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